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by Christine Buhagiar 

 
Super easy and quick knit. I made this for my daughter using very cheap yarn (because they get 
everything so dirty and you have to wash it!) and a plethora of circular needles for shaping. 
Simple YO’s form slanted detail of eyelets.  

Originally posted on my old blog, Knitting for Boozehags, someone uploaded the cached page 
to Ravelry. I’m going through old patterns and creating pdf’s for them. You will find new 
patterns on my new blog- DutchessKnits.com, soon!  
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Cast on 64 stitches on size 8 dpn’s. Join, always and forever being 
careful that you don’t twist the stitches, join. Mark beginning of 
round.  

Work K2, P2 rib for 1.5 inches. 
3-If you can fit stitches onto size 9 circs, go for it! If you can’t, 
just use dpn’s. 

Starting at BOR, K8, *pm, K8* across round.  

1) Increase round- *K to marker, M1, pass marker *,                               
2) Knit 2 rounds straight.  

Repeat 1 and 2 (above) THREE more times. 

Switch to 10.5 circulars and repeat 1 and 2 FOUR more times 

Switch to size 11 circulars, repeat 1 and 2 ONE more time, then knit 3 rounds straight. 

Next round *k2tog, yo, k1* 

Switch to size 13 circulars, knit one round 

Next round *k2tog, yo, k1* 

Switch to size 15 circulars, and repeat the following 2 rows until desired length 
1) Knit 
2) *k2tog, yo, k1* 

Now, for the finishing- There’s a little fluted ruffle. Simply knit into the front and back of every stitch for one round.  

Knit 2 more rounds and bind off. Weave in ends and she’s DONE! 

 

 

 

Materials: 
 1-2 skeins of worsted weight yarn (here’s 

why the pattern is free! I used leftover 
yarn so I have no clue how much I used, 
not much though. Maybe 130 yards?? All 
I know is that I used some of that super 
cheap craft store kind of chenille yarn) 

 Size 8 dpn’s 
 Size 9 circulars (16”) or dpn’s 
 Size 10.5 circulars 16” or 24” 
 Size 11 circulars 24” 
 Size 13 circulars 24” 
 Size 15 circulars 24” 
 Darning needle  
 stitch markers 

Pattern Instructions: 
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